
Mark Twain 
 

Mark Twain, (or Samuel Clemens) may have said this line at the turn of the last century: 
“Is easier to fool people than to convince them they’ve been fooled.” 

No matter who said it or when, the message remains; think about it. 
 
Don’t you find it easier yourself just to accept the lies we’ve been told throughout our 
lives, intentionally or otherwise, then to admit we’ve been lied to and then try to undo 
the lies and go back and find out the truth. That’s a lot of work to go back and fix things. 
 
Another thing; it’s embarrassing to admit to ourselves, much less others that we have let 
ourselves be fooled, or lied to, about so many important things we learned in school, by 
our peers, by politicians and yes, even religious leaders, well intended or not.  
 
I’ve always found this one scripture sobering and yet liberating: Psalms 119:109 or if you 
have the original Douay Rheims Bible, it’s in Psalms 118:109. 
“My soul is continually in my hands”. Our soul, our life, is in our own hands. We 
can’t blame others for our mistakes, and say to our Lord, “Others lied to us or fooled us.” 
We are responsible and accountable to God for ourselves.  
 
God gave us prophets, ancient Fathers, apostolic Fathers, saints, scriptural writers and 
doctors of His Church to give us answers. We can’t trust the thinking of imperfect men, 
religious leaders or otherwise. The only men God appointed as infallible men to rely on 
are the apostles and the successors of Peter who Christ gave the keys of the kingdom, 
the 272 Popes since 33 A.D.  
 
Question everything, “TRUST NO ONE” outside of God appointed apostolic successors. 
 
Once anyone steps away from God’s appointed one, we are on our own and in danger. 
Just remember:  

“Is easier to fool people than to convince them they’ve been fooled.” 
 
  


